Marlborough

The Marlborough furniture series
offers a traditional line of library
furnishings complimentary to every
library environment. This complete line
includes workstations, study carrels,
display furniture, index tables and
library tables. Marlborough tables are
available in a large selection of styles
and sizes. Table variations offer flexibility and harmony within the series.

Modular carrels complete the Marlborough series with beauty and
strength. Panel-end construction provides durability, privacy and the
warmth of traditional wood. Each panel is 1-3/16 thick with radiused
bullnose edges. Worksurfaces are high pressure laminate at standard heights of 29 or 27. Carrels are available in single face, double
face or quad models at 36 or 48 widths.

1100/SC study carrel
1100/SC-A study carrel adder unit

1100/SC study carrel

Library tables are available in three styles: panel
end, trestle base and pedestal base.
Marlborough table tops are 1-3/4 thick with high
pressure laminate worksurfaces. Edges are
banded in solid oak with a bullnose shape.
Panel end tables feature 1-3/16 thick panels
with seven select oak veneers. All four edges of
the panel are banded with 5/8 radiused solid
oak. Tables which are 48 wide have two
V-brace steel keels for additional strength. Panel
end tables are available in 29 or 27 heights.

1100/4860 Panel end table

Trestle base tables and pedestal base tables
feature solid oak base members with a full
radius on all edges and exposed ends. These
classic tables offer strength with an open air
style. Trestle base tables offer a stabilizing,
5-ply lumbercore keel measuring 1 thick by
8 wide. Pedestal bases are assembled
using four components fastened together
forming a pinwheel base. Trestle base tables
and pedestal base tables are available in 29
or 27 heights.

PT-3672 Trestle base table
PT-048 Pedestal base table

Marlborough display furniture highlights the entire series
using traditional Marlborough panel design. These
classic pieces are available as lecterns, dictionary stands,
atlas stands and record/compact disc browsers (shown)
as well as newspaper racks and display tables (not shown).
Dictionary stands are constructed with a recessed front
panel and adjustable shelf. Atlas stands have five
pull-out shelves that operate on full extension metal slides.
Dictionary and atlas stands feature a standard plastic
laminate and are also available in 34-1/2 high juvenile
height.

Quantico Marine Library, Quantico, Virginia

Double Face - Double Tier
Index Table
1100/6060-ID
1100/6090-ID

Computer/Reference Table
1100/3072-RT
1100/3072-CT
1100/6072-CA

Single Face Workstation
1100/WS
1148/WS
1172/WS
1100/WS-A(adder)
1148/WS-A(adder)
1172/WS-A(adder)

Single Face - Single Tier
Index Table
1100/3090-ID

Double Tier Record/CD
Browser
1100/SDRB

Double Face Workstation
1100/DWS
1148/DWS
1172/DWS
1100/DWS-A(adder)
1148/DWS-A(adder)
1172/DWS-A(adder)

Rectangular Table
1100/2436
1100/3672
1100/3060
1100/4272
1100/3660
1100/4872
1100/4260
1100/3690
1100/4860
1100/4890

Single Tier Record/CD
Browser
1100/SRB

Hex Carrel
1100/HCT
1100/HCT-1
1100/HCT-2
1100/HCT-3

Square Table
PT-4242

Single Face
Modular Carrel
1100/SC(initial)
1148/SC(initial)
1100/SC-A(adder)
1148/SC-A(adder)

Dictionary Stand
1100/DS
1100/DS-J*
* J indicates juvenile

Round Table
PT-042
PT-048

Double Face
Modular Carrel
1100/DSC(initial)
1148/DSC(initial)
1100/DSC-A(adder)
1148/DSC-A(adder)

Rectangular Trestle Table
PT-3060
PT-3672
PT-3660
PT-3690

Quad Carrel
1100/QSC
1148/QSC

AtlasStand
1100/AS
1100/AS-J*
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Display Table
1100/3060-EXC

